
A Raven in my Grasp       by Christopher Longoria

As I came upon this menacing fowl, holding an abiding stance on 

the footpath before me, hard marble demon eyes, had brought me 

to a halt.  

This Raven, head at the bend, calls out. As though I was 

disturbing him.  Thoughts to myself arose, I voiced my demands, 

me disturbing you, you are the obstacle, Raven, stand aside or 

fly away. Without another word from me.  

I continue this glaring watch with this toll keeper of souls, 

steady am I, although preparing for the reach, my dagger in my 

back pocket. Again I ponder, If this Raven were to attack, I am 

at the ready.  

This night I will deny the Raven the pleasure of my sight, not 

this night. It will not be my plight, for I am steady this very 

night.  

At that very moment The Raven senses my distraction, the 

creature hops, spreads its glistening sackcloth wings and 

glides on a passing gale, talons drawn, a determined strike.  

In defense, one gliding movement of my arm to hand on dagger I 

draw it from my pocket, dagger throne at this fowl. The raven 

is quick and averts this instrument, but not as quick of my 

other grasping hand, I capture this Raven.  
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He squawks, pitches and squirms, I return a fierce squawk back 

to him, my breathe is spent and I draw him close. 

 Rapier Beak of Onyx, inches from my face, a Raven in my Grasp.  

Did he know he would be caught today, I thought to myself. I 

feel his heart beat rapidly in my hand. You are caught Raven, 

as I draw him nearer to my own eye.   

These captive highlighted eyes almost glow in the growing 

darkness as though drawing energy from the dying of the light.  

Is this the end of days for you, my vexed friend.  I wait and 

wonder for a moment and state my intent. Since I am a moral and 

just man, I release this Raven upon this cool evening air and 

watch him disappear into the nights end.  

As I stride the footpath and enjoying folly that was at hand 

with the glow of the moon on the country side.  I begin to feel 

bothered by the strange event that had befallen me moments ago 

began to transcend. 

This Raven, as the thought thumped my skull, why was this 

Specter of death before me, the question to be sought.  

Wondering that it may have been a warning by DEATH. That in my 

mind I follow this line and cannot shake the thought.  

That Death, itself, allowed me to grasp the impossible. That 

for a moment, briefly tempted to squeeze the life from that 

Raven. 
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All I could ponder from this nefarious event...is that heart 

beat, that heart beat in my grasp...was that of my own, and I 

dare not ask.  

Did I look DEATH in its eye,  

Its soulless eye and hector Azrael himself. Did I display the 

bravado to temp the supernatural which in turn tested my own 

arrogance?  

Had I escaped my fate?  

Yes, I believe it so and must indulge my temperance.  That is 

all, and to think on this again is frivolous.


